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Andrew woods(11-11-1990_ future)
 
hi there I am a teenager and I love writing with my soul and heart. I have many
diffrent live and emotions that fill me thats why I write so I dont do something
that I'll regret so please enjoy reading my lifes work and love it with all your
heart because I love life and don't want to move on even if I die I will continue
writting in my after life.
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A.B.C's Disease
 
Love is like a fatal disease
Starting from the heart and working its way out
I don’t remember my A.B.C’S 
I think I going blind from looking at love
Are you Chinese?
Love hurts for a long time
I need to catch some
Z’s tonight. I feel like cheddar cheese with some
Cottage cheese mixed in.
Were did this strong breeze come from.
You are hard to please
I wish we were on the seven seas?
 
Andrew woods
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Battle Cry For Love
 
You know you can’t deny
Your true love who would buy the world he asks why
You’re shy about a tough guy
Why won’t you reply to his letters he tries not to be the prisoner of his own
agony?
Everyone except you uses him as a pillow how could he get by
He wonders why you slip by every time he tries to talk to you he really is a good
guy
You should give him a chance instead of putting him on hold on the phone any
One who is a fool know that he can’t resist loving you he thinks you’re lovely,
unhappy
He thinks you don’t think of him after all the poetry
His ideas are about to run bone dry he is about to lose hope in the month of July
People think he is a small fry
But you look at him as a Boston cream pie nice and sweet as an apple in the
summer sky
He is wearing a white tie waiting for you in the stars in the night in junior high
People pick on the lonely teenage boy
He is eating a apple waiting by the tree for that day that he has to say goodbye
For he has to die
He can’t leave just yet he has unfinished business with fate he can hear the hawk
cry for love nearby searching until he is seen by the human eye
 
Andrew woods
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Brick
 
I got hit by a brick one day
I am here to stay forever
I am wearing the soul reaver
 
I've never seen you here before
I am walking all alone along the shore
the tone of the oceans roar
 
I feel like I'm flying high in the sky like a bird
I am that bird flying lonely high in the sky.....................
Maybe its the souls that make me fly
 
Andrew woods
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Death
 
death can get you any time
death can get you in your sleep
death can get you if your are awake
death can get your freind
death can get your soul mate
and then come and get you sleeping or awake
death is easy to get
death by a gun
deathby a knife
death by a gallow
geath by a gilliteen's
death by hands
 
Andrew woods
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Exit
 
where is the back door I can't find it
wait there is a thin light out in the distance
it's fading fading
then it's gone why
I want to know
why I can't find
the door it's driving me out of my mind
could it be
behind this wall I don't know 
I just want to get out of here this prison is getting to me
 
Andrew woods
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Global
 
There is no time for fun
For there is no more bright mighty sun
The earth may not exist soon
For it’s all just begun for we must run before earth comes undone
Even the chicken run for each one
Is new hope for your loved one’s for that the navy has undone?
There mistakes
For every loved one there is a machine gun
To defend our nation
From invaders with Tommy guns & electron guns
 
Andrew woods
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Hate
 
Hate is in a person is a form of an
Unbeliever
Hate is something trapped in a
Vesicle
Hate is building up in side
Me.
Hate is like indignation in side
of me
Hate is deep down in me
Hate is what drives me crazy
Hate is goanna make me do something
Hate is my enemy
Hate is my pal
 
Hate might just help me find my true.....................................
...............maybe?
 
Andrew woods
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I Wish For Better Life
 
I wish my life was easier than it is right now.
People laughing at me, kicking dirt at me, throwing water balloons at me.
Why is everyone doing bad things to me?
Sometimes I think some thing evil is living inside of me.
Growing bigger and bigger each day.
Wanting to be released form my body so that it can destroy those people
Those people are destroying my life,
My soul, my future, my family, my friends
And destroy everyone that gets in there way.
But I am not going to let them for all those people are what fuels my body.
 
Andrew woods
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Life
 
I don't know why I so sad
maybe because
I had such a bad relationship
with every one around me
 
I could see the one to fall in my arms
I don't know why she's running in harms way
I have no say about it
 
I have to sit down and cry my heart out
 
you don't have to shout  my name
out loud
 
I am full of
shame I don't
know why
 
Maybe because I'm shy
I want to
cry
my heart
out because
I'm all alone in
my life
 
I have no say about it
 
come sit down in my
lap and we could cry together
 
Andrew woods
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Life’s Ending Change
 
I can’t live in darkness
So much stress and anger it’s comes to a end
I’m fighting a battle
No more pain so I can no longer pretend
All alone with out friends
I depend on others and they aren’t offending
I’m not pretending
The cops can’t defeat him
I can’t perfect life as in a game
And that’s how I got in the hall of fame
 
Andrew woods
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Love
 
A heart is red
the sky is blue
pinetrees smell good
and so do you.
 
I like the colors of flowers
like red and green
But looking at your beautiful face
is a glorious scene.
 
Andrew woods
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Love Can Be Death
 
Sadness is what tore me apart
My heart is burning
At heart I am lonely all form the start
Can you kick start my heart
Just take my heart and throw it out the window
And give me a new one
Or I will die
Why must you lie?
I am you ally
You gave me a black eye
I let you slip by me
But I must cry
For death is upon me
 
Andrew woods
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Never Ending Carness
 
hi I here today all alone
on the phone
there is only one
person that cares the most
and that is a girl in my life
that is my one true love in life in general
my life is like a box in the trash
wasted like a bum on the street
A life gone to waste
 
Andrew woods
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Not A Game
 
you think it's all a game but
i'm am the one to blame for this
problem that I caused  everyone
I feal liked my life is paused
any body have a knife so
I can end this game of cofusion
because of my carlesness i am not liked around here
I am being huted by a bloodhound at the fairground.
the bloodhound found me
 
Andrew woods
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Pain Is No Gain
 
Having pain
Is no gain I will not complain
For I have no vain
I am in chains for I am not a champion
I can not explain why
But I am going insane for you’re not the one to blame
I can not refrain for my gain
I need to regain my ground for nothing can stop me
From getting on that plane
I taking my companion with me
And we aren’t coming back
To Fort Wayne
 
Andrew woods
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Phenomenon
 
I do not know why I am not known
I am not listed in birth records
I do not have a birth certificate
I do not exist in this world of ours
I do not have a name that's known
I am not listed in the phone book
 
I am not a real person
I do not breath
I do not have a fuctional heart
I do not have two eyes
I have one
I do not have feet I have fins and a tail
I am not even human from this planet
 
like I said I do not exist
I do not have a fuctional heart
 
if your wandering what happed  I died
do to a broken heart
 
I was dropped into a bed of toxic material
and turned into the mutant I am today
 
Andrew woods
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Rage
 
I have a lot of rage
I feel like I’m lock in a cage there is a mage
Laughing at me
I’m Sacred in the darkness where could I be
All of a sudden I break free
All the time the key was next to me
Now to find the door
So I could get out of this terror
I've been in for 16 years of horror
I am almost there I can see the door leading to my escape
then I am falling to my doom screaming help me
all of a sudden I can see an arm reaching for me it said grab my hand
so I did................. to be cont.
 
Andrew woods
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Sunlight
 
When the sun goes down the light dims
In that diming light is a living soul
That being might just be me some day upon in the future
But in my present self I’m happy and very
Much alive yah there maybe times I’ll be ill but I will still be here
Watching over my family and friends
They well they be looking after me too but there is only one who can help me
And that is me or any one in my life
Sometimes I wish for freedom from my life but I know I’ll never get it
Because life is all about friends, work, family and all
the stuff in between
THE END.
 
Andrew woods
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Teen Puppy
 
some think of teens are like a puppy
thats all just dandy but happyness is what drives teens to love and dreams
ones true love may just be in china or even UK or they may be right next to you
no one relly knows who there true love is not really known to some
not even I now what true love is all about
some are like dogs they obay there masters I not like that
I hope your not like that either
 
Andrew woods
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The Pain Within The Smile
 
Anger is what tore us apart
Never again the same
Sometimes I wonder if I’m the one to blame
I am ashamed of what I did Us
All bids are off
Here’s the proof
I be on the roof deciding my fate 
Come on you where my first mate
Do you remember our first date?
I was late
Because I was out of state
Stop the hate
 
Andrew woods
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Ticking
 
When some thing bad is about to happen I can see it and aviod it. a bomb goes
off every body is safe from harm way. all the vilains hate me and what I can do.
 
they try to kill me but they don't win. some say it's a gift I say it's a curse what
ever it may be I wish I never had it. some say it's all in my head maybe it is all
in my head.
 
could I be going crazy or am I am victem of the future. there is a clock ticking
near by I have a vision of wear it may be. I ask for help to find the bomb 30
minutes till distuction till the end of my life.
 
I thought all is lost at 3 minutes and 30 seconds then it hit me I am the bomb. I
am a living bomb I thought to my self how could I defuse my self.
 
the only way to defuse the bomb is to find the source. I found the source it was
in my head I went to the gun shop to by a gun.5 4 3 2 1 nothing happend till
three years from now.
 
I was rememberd as a herro and nothing but a herro some say I am a legend. I
say well I let you dicide what I said.
 
I saved thousonds of lives
 
Andrew woods
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Time Is Not A Game
 
Time is not a game it fly’s bye so fast it’s like a truck flying by you so fast you fall
to the ground.
Sometimes time is so slow you just can’t wait till the end of the day.
Where the clock is ticking your life away
So hurry up and have some fun before your time is all gone.
I learned that the hard way a couple of months ago
I hade a close in counter with death him self.
So what do you say can you just forgive your past and
Move on with your life?
Why not I did
Trust me your life will be easier than it was before.
So I will see you around.
 
Andrew woods
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Undeniable Truth
 
If there is one thing I don’t know about is a relationship
There is no need for an introduction
Hers my life’s creation without an innovation
Can you safe me from devastation
Pull me from this wreckage That I’m in
My car is on a rampage
Help me with the pain and safe me with in
There is so much
destruction in my life
Man I need a knife
With out a tone while I slumber in my zone
 
Andrew woods
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Unknown
 
why am I not being seen
why do poeple bump into me
could it be that they dony see me or am I not there in
there eyes or mind
I just want to find a hiding place
so people may think I am a besket case
I say think what you want to think I
know I am not and there for I am brain dead
 
Andrew woods
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